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Synopsis:
The seminar will provide an insider’s perspective on the causes of the California
energy crisis in 2000 and 2001 and its impacts on California’s energy policies. The
seminar will discuss the causes of the crisis, the response of California regulators and
current efforts to reshape the electricity sector in California, including renewed
interest in integrated resource planning and a focus on energy efficiency and
renewable energy resources.
Speaker:
Aaron Johnson joined the California Public Utilities Commission in 1999 and is
currently a regulatory analyst in the Division of Strategic Planning. In the wake of the
California energy crisis, he was energy advisor to the President of the Commission for
two years. At the CPUC, he has lead efforts on transmission planning and electricity
market design, represented the agency on federal regulatory issues, and overseen
revenue bond sales. Currently, he is working on water policy issues and transmission
planning to meet California’s renewable energy mandates. Mr. Johnson holds a Master
of Engineering Science in electrical engineering from the University of New South
Wales, where his research focused on life cycle analysis of solar photovoltaic systems.
He also completed a Bachelor of Science in optical engineering at the University of
Rochester in New York. His prior experience includes consulting work with the UNSW;
aerospace, optical design, and machine shop internships; and teaching math in an
innercity high school.
___________________________________________________________________________
This seminar program is hosted by the Centre for Energy and Environmental Markets
at UNSW. Information about the Centre is available at www.ceem.unsw.edu.au

All visitors are welcome. UNSW is well served by buses from Central Station and
Circular Quay. Visitors arriving by car should enter via Barker St., Kensington and
ask to be directed to appropriate parking for the Electrical Engineering Building.
If you wish to be added to, or deleted from, the CEEM mailing list, please send an
email message to majordomo@explode.unsw.edu.au with one of the following one
line messages as appropriate: subscribe ceemupdate or unsubscribe ceemupdate
In case of problems contact Iain MacGill: tel: 02 9385 4920, i.macgill@unsw.edu.au

